
Government of Western Australia
Department of the Premier and Cabinet
Office of the Director General

Our Ref: 24-113620

Hon John Day MLA
Minister for Planning; Culture and the Arts; Science and Innovation
Level 13 Dumas House
5 Havelock St
WEST PERTH WA 6005

Dear Minister

Perceived Conflict of Interest

Thank you for your letter dated 21 March 2012 concerning your ownership of a property
in Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith. Your Office has also provided me with a chronology of
events surrounding your decisions on planning matters affecting properties in the same
street. I have attached that chronology for reference purposes. I have accepted as
correct the information contained in that chronology and have no reason to consider
otherwise.

Amendment 192

From the documents provided to me the matter I understand the history of this matter
to be the following:

Prior to the City of Ned lands Town Planning Scheme No.2 Amendment 192
(referred to as Amendment 192) being raised with you it had followed a normal
and exhaustive process of consultation and consideration by the City of
Ned lands, the Department of Planning and the Western Australian Planning
Commission (WAPC). Your office advised this process commenced in April
2010.
Amendment 192 was considered by you on 4 May 2011. Amendment 192
relates to the insertion of a special control area to allow development over a
number of lots in Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith. At this time the recommendation
from the WAPC was approve Amendment 192 subject to some modifications
proposed by WAPC. The recommendation was also to require the City of
Ned lands to re-advertise Amendment 192 for a further period of 28 days as a
result of the inclusion of those modifications.
One of these modifications related to an increase in the overall height limit of
properties in the development area to four storeys and 16.5 metres. It is noted
that the current height limit is 10 metres. The Council supported a limit of
12 metres. An existing building in the development area is currently 14 metres
high. The developments on these lots were to be mixed commercial and
residential.
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The height issue appears to have been a particular source of contention and
opposition from the City of Nedlands.
The WAPC recommendation was designed to achieve the goals of the Central
Metropolitan Perth Sub-regional Strategy, which had identified Dalkeith as a
minor growth area.
You subsequently wrote to the Mayor in January 2012 advising him that the
Council had failed to comply with legislative requirements under the Town
Planning Regulations 1967 and that under section 212 of the Planning and
Development Act 2005 you were providing a further 60 days for the Council to
comply or you would exercise your powers under that Act to finalise Amendment
192 as modified.
Your actions were consistent with town planning requirements, procedures and
principles and consistent with usual practice. I also understand that these types
of decisions are not uncommon for a Minister for Planning to consider.

I note from the chronology that when the matter was discussed with you on 4 May 2011
by the WAPC, you advised the senior WAPC officer of your interest in a property
across the road from one of the development lots. I understand that the response from
the Officer indicated that as far as he understood the issue and within the context of the
decision being made it did not represent a conflict.

The Ministerial Code of Conduct

The Ministerial Code of Conduct requires a Minister to notify the Cabinet Secretary of
the declarations made by the Minister as a Member of Parliament under the Member of
Parliament (Financial Interests) Act 1992. In addition a Minister is required to notify the
Cabinet Secretary of any changes to the annual declaration submitted to Parliament
within four weeks of the changes being made.

It is noted that your Office advised that you listed the purchase of the property in your
declaration dated September 2010. In accordance with the Ministerial Code of Conduct
you should also have notified the Cabinet Secretary within four weeks of the purchase
of the property in April 2010. I do not consider this to be a serious transgression of the
Code and in the context of the above matters the declaration was provided by the time
you commenced considering the Nedlands City Council matter in May 2011. However
it should have been done. I would remind you to ensure that in future you notify any
significant changes in your financial interests to the Cabinet Secretary within four
weeks of the change.

The Ministerial Code of Conduct also requires Ministers to declare conflicts of interest
to the Premier or the Cabinet Secretary within Cabinet. As this matter was not the
subject of Cabinet consideration there was no need to make such a declaration. While
there is no specific guidance for Ministers in relation to dealing with conflicts outside of
Cabinet, in general terms however, the Ministerial Code of Conduct requires Ministers
to perform their duties to the highest ethical standards.
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In relation to this matter you were approving a recommendation made by an
independent agency responsible for planning matters in the State and made in
apparent ignorance of your interest in the property. Additionally, the WAPC framed their
recommendation in accordance with publicly available planning strategies for the area.
You informed a senior officer of the WAPC of your interest in the property nearby after
the recommendation had been made. Your decision was consistent with policy and the
WAPC recommendation.

I note again that from the information before me, the Council was not opposed to
amending the Planning Scheme but the key point of contention was over a difference
in the maximum allowable height of 16.5 metres compared to the existing highest
building of 14 metres. To me this suggests the impact of your decision over the overall
outcome of Amendment 192 was marginal.

As you have noted in your comments to Parliament it is possible that your property
might experience a devaluation following the development of those lots in Waratah
Avenue. It might also be possible that you might experience a potential gain in the
future as the overall amenity of the development in Dalkeith improves property values.
There also may be no impact. It is mere speculation to predict when or if any of these
scenarios might happen and the marginality of the impact of your decision, in my mind,
suggest the most likely scenario is there will be no impact.

Taking account of the above, in my view you did not and could not have contrived to
arrive at a recommendation designed to provide financial benefit to you. I consider you
acted with integrity by disclosing your interest. The fact that you disclosed your interest
indicated to me you were alive to the issue and reached the conclusion that you could
proceed. I consider that to be reasonable, however, if asked I may have suggested the
matter be referred to another Minister to avoid any perception but I am not otherwise
critical of the judgement call you made in this instance. I am also not convinced that
devolving the decision making power on Amendment 192 to another Minister would
have delivered a different answer than to support the recommendation of the WAPC.

As you are aware conflicts of interest can be actual, perceived and potential. There is
nothing wrong with having a conflict of interest. The question is how they are
managed. Perception is by definition not fact.

However as has occurred in this matter questions of conflict of interest can be raised
leading to a perception that a conflict may exist. For Ministers and particularly a
Planning Minister this can be a complex issue. While perception is important in the
context of conflict, a degree of common sense should prevail otherwise Ministers will
be prevented from fulfilling their responsibilities. Most Planning Ministers will, I

assume, own property including a personal residence. It would, of course, be
ridiculous to suggest a Planning Minister should not own property or should divest
property ahead of considering planning matters. At the extreme there will be some who
would suggest a perceived conflict exists whenever a Planning Minister makes a
decision that affects property. For example, approving or not approving planning
arrangements for a new highway that improves for office flow to a suburb, might impact
on the value of properties in the area. The value impact for a particular property in the
surrounding area may be positive, negative or nil. Hence the need for a common
sense approach.
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While I consider that your actions in this case satisfactorily dealt with the conflict of
interest, I suggest there are some simple actions that you could take to assist with
issues of perception. As noted above, the Ministerial Code of Conduct does not
specifically deal with conflicts of interests outside of Cabinet save for the general
provision requiring Ministers to perform their duties to the highest ethical standards.

In my opinion the best practice for you as Planning Minister would be for you to inform
your Director General and the Chair of the WAPC of all your property interests. You
should request that when matters are being considered that involve your property, or
an adjoining property, or there are other factors that they may consider raise potential
conflict issues, that the matter be highlighted such that it might be referred elsewhere
for decision if that is appropriate.

Finally I am also available at all times to discuss such situations with you and your
ministerial colleagues and to provide advice. As always, the Premier is also available
to discuss these issues.

I would be happy to meet with you to discuss matters further. I have provided a copy of
my advice to the Premier.

Yours sincerely

Peter Conran
DIRECTOR GENERAL

2 April, 2012

Copy to Premier
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1. Proposed Special Control Area;
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3. Schedule of Submissions;
4. Photographs of Site;
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Adopt amendment with modification.
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The key points relating to this report are:

O The amendment proposes to introduce a special control area over the
commercial properties along Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith.
The proposed special control area provisions are a set of development
guidelines that will facilitate future mixed use development on the subject land.
Dalkeith is identified in the Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-regional Strategy as a
Minor Growth Area.

o A number of modifications are recommended in order to better utilise the
redevelopment opportunity and increase residential densities.

O It is recommended that the amendment be supported subject to modification and
readvertising.

DETAILS:

The amendment proposes to introduce a Special Control Area (SCA) over 12 lots
along Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith (Attachment I - Proposed SCA):

o Precinct 1 No. 79 Waratah Avenue;
o Precinct 2 No. 81 Waratah Avenue;
o Precinct 3 No. 87, 89, 91, 93, 93A, 95A Waratah Avenue;
o Precinct 4 - No 101 Waratah Avenue; and
o Precinct 5- No. 129, 131, 133 Waratah Avenue.

BACKGROUND:

The subject land accommodates ageing commercial development and is generally
surrounded by residential land uses (Attachment 2 - Aerial Photograph). The land is
zoned 'Urban' under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and 'Retail Shopping'
under the City of Nedlands Town Planning Scheme No.2 (TPS No.2),

In 2005 the City conducted a Housing Diversity Study, which identified the subject site
as being suitable for redevelopment subject to establishing SCA guidelines.

The amendment proposes to include the Dalkeith SCA Provisions in TPS No.2 as a
new Clause 5.17 and Appendix VI. The 'Retail Shopping' zone will remain and the
proposed new provisions are a set of development guidelines that will guide land
uses, car parking, building height, residential density and amenity amongst others.

CONSULTATION:

The City has undertaken extensive community consultation in the development of the
SCA provisions. The amendment was advertised in two newspapers, all landowners
within Dalkeith were notified of the proposal by way of letter and the City conducted a
community open day at the Dalkeith Hall. A total of 68 submissions was received,
comprising of 23 objections, 27 non-objections and 18 providing comment
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(Attachment 3 - Schedule of Submissions). A summary of the submissions and the
responses of the Council and WAPC are provided below:

(a) Submission: Concern with regard to the proposed height believing 12 metres is
too high.
Council: The current height limit for this area is 3 storeys and it is considered
appropriate to retain this to integrate with the existing and future residential
area. The current 10 metre limit, however, does not provide for good quality
commercial development which often has higher ceiling heights than
residential, In addition, the existing Dalkeith Village (Tudor building) is
approximately 14 metres and this is widely accepted by the community.
WAPC: See comment below with regard to proposed height.

(b) Submission: Concern with regard to the proposed frontage setbacks being
minimal.
Council: The setback to Waratah Avenue is currently nil, an additional 2 metres
allows for cafe seats and goods from shops to be displayed outside on the
pedestrian walkway and create a more open streetscape.
WAPC: Agree with Council recommend that the submission be dismissed.

(c) Submission: No cash in lieu of car parking should be allowed in this precinct.
Council: Cash in lieu for parking should not be taken unless there is an already
approved alternative parking or transport solution agreed by Council. There
should be discretion for Council to vary car parking to accommodate innovative
solutions rather than cash in lieu which leaves the burden on Council to do
works.
WAPC: Agree with Council recommend that the submission be dismissed.

(d) Submission: Concern with laneways:
request fences be allowed between laneways and rear of
commercial properties.

Council: The provision requiring open developments along laneways is to
increase safety and security of the public and the commercial tenancies.

prefer a single laneway from Alexander to Adelma.
Council: Given the land ownership, land uses and zonings a single laneway
connecting Adelma to Alexander is unachievable.

o request that access be available for Philip Road residents.
Council: Clarify in provisions that once constructed and gazetted Philip Road
residents can have access off the laneway into the rear of their properties.
WAPC: Agree with Council recommend that the submission be partially
upheld.

(e) Submission: Request for minimum dwelling size to be 100-120m2 as 75m2 is
too small for Dalkeith.
Council: The aim of the provision is to provide the opportunity for greater
housing diversity (one bedroom minimum 75m2; two bedroom 100m2; three
bedroom 150m2). The proposed 75m2 is adequate for a large one bedroom
apartment.
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WAPC: Agree with Council recommend that the submission be dismissed.
Although, it is considered that the minimum size requirement for the three
bedroom dwellings should be slightly reduced (see WAPC Modification).

(f) Submission: Built form does not integrate with surrounding areas.
Council: The land is subject to TPS design provisions as they apply to
surrounding areas. The setback, open space and landscaping requirements set
parameters to have buildings designed in an open setting. The provisions have
a greater front and rear setback and higher landscaping requirement than at
present, therefore, future development will integrate more cohesively with
surrounding areas.
WAPC: Agree with Council recommend that the submission be dismissed.

The Department of Planning (DoP) received a separate submission from the
landowners of Precinct 3. The submission outlines the landowners intent to redevelop
Precinct 3 and highlights elements of the proposal that require further consideration.
The submission is summarised below:

(i) Land use The submitter objects to grouped and multiple dwelling uses
being discretionary land uses. It is noted that Council modified the
advertised amendment to allow discretion of land use when
amalgamation occurs, However, it is considered reasonable to modify
the proposed Use Class Table to allow grouped and multiple dwelling
uses to become permitted land uses (see WAPC Modification).

(ii) Laneways The submitter suggests changes to the proposed network of
laneways by reducing unnecessary side laneways (north/south), thereby
reducing the number of crossovers fronting Waratah Avenue and
creating a more pedestrian friendly streetscape. It is considered
reasonable to allow the potential for the number of side laneways for
Precinct 3 to be reduced (see WAPC Modification).

(iii) Building height The submitter objects to the 3 storey height limit and
recommends a new height of 4 storeys to provide sufficient floor space
for the development to be viable (see WAPC Modification).

(iv) Car parking The submitter objects to the advertised car parking
requirement of 8.3 bays per 100m2. The car parking requirement has
been reduced to 4 bays per 100m2 and it is noted that Council modified
the advertised amendment to allow discretion of the car parking
requirement when amalgamation occurs.

Council Modification

Following advertising the Council resolved to include Nursery in the Use Class Table
as a 'P use as there is an existing plant nursery on subject land.
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RELATION TO LEGISLATION:

Planning and Development Act 2005 Part 5 - Town Planning Regulations

STRATEGIC CONTEXT:

The following strategies and policies have been taken into consideration in preparing
this report:

Directions 2031
Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-regional Strategy

OFFICER'S COMMENTS:

Directions 2031 & Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-regional Strategy

Planning for additional dwelling growth in the central sub-region will be based on
identifying redevelopment opportunities to increase densities in appropriate locations.
This will encourage a more compact and sustainable urban form while promoting
development that provides for housing choice and diversity in response to changing
community needs.

Furthermore, the intensification of development in the central sub-region will benefit
from the existing high levels of amenity and it is the intention of the Strategy to provide
infill opportunities while preserving the character of established suburbs. The subject
land is well located offering high amenity by being in an established suburb that is in
close proximity to the river and has access to local services.

The Sub-regional Strategy has set a housing target of 3500 additional dwellings for
the City of Ned lands and identifies Dalkeith as a Minor Growth Area (10-399 additional
dwellings) with a projected additional 40 dwellings for Waratah Avenue shops. There
is opportunity for the subject land to provide a greater number of dwelling units
consistent with the Minor Growth Area projections, and to further assist the City in
achieving it's overall required housing target.

Local Planning Strategy

Local planning strategies are required to include data on housing and population
issues at the local level, along with actions for addressing them. The City's Local
Planning Strategy (LPS), which is yet to be advertised for public comment or endorsed
by the WAPC, acknowledges the City's ageing population with a significant increase in
the 60-69 age group. The older population are residing in larger family homes and are
forced to leave the locality when seeking to downsize as there are limited smaller
housing types in the Ned lands area.

The LPS notes that there is an opportunity for a mixed use area on Waratah Avenue
to contribute to increased commercial viability, vibrancy and housing choice.
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WAPC Modification

Local governments are responsible for developing realistic, market-oriented plans and
strategies to encourage innovative infill and as part of this the local governments need
to advocate the housing needs of future generations.

The proposed SCA presents the opportunity for Dalkeith to provide suitable housing
products for its residents, in accordance with the LSP, as well as assisting in meeting
the desired housing targets of the new state strategies. In order to achieve this, the
following modifications are recommended:

(a) Height: The amendment proposes a maximum building height of 3 storeys and
12 metres. Precincts 1-4 (inclusive) are capable of accommodating an extra
storey to a maximum of 16.5 metres with appropriate setbacks, without unduly
affecting the amenity of adjoining or nearby residents. (The new proposed
height is a result of a 4 metre commercial storey plus 3.2 metre residential
storeys and associated roofline). It is considered that the following provides
justification for the recommended height increase:

the topography and southern orientation of the site results in no
significant overshadowing to adjacent properties (Waratah
Avenue road reserve is over 20 metres wide);
an existing building on the subject land is approximately 14
metres high, which is accepted by the community (Attachment 4
- Photographs of Site); and

o there is an area of public open space on the opposite side of
Waratah Avenue with large street trees along the southern side of
the street, all of which assist in reducing any adverse impact on
surrounding properties.

The Sub-regional Strategy advocates appropriately scaled infill development
and the productive use of upper storey building space for offices and housing to
significantly increase the mix and efficiency of land use. Placement of taller
buildings toward the centre of a site by stepping the height up gradually to
break up the mass of the new structure visually constitutes an effective strategy
for intensifying land use without undermining a locality's human scale. The
impact of the recommended additional storey will have minimal affect on nearby
properties and the additional bulk will also be minimal as a result of the
recommended building envelope. It is considered that the character of the
suburb will be maintained.

The landowners of Precinct 3 have expressed concern at the proposed three
storey height limit as it will considerably restrict development potential and the
maximum number of units that could be provided. Additionally, they advise that
a sufficient amount of total floor space is required in order for any development
with a below ground car park to be viable. The proponents have advised that
they are unlikely to develop the site with the current three storey height limit.

It is also noted that in April 2007 Koltaz Smith (planning consultants) were
commissioned by the City to prepare an Urban Design Study and Built Form
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Design Guidelines for this location. The report recommended a maximum
building height of five storeys and 19 metres for most of the sites, and four
storeys and 15 metres for the remainder. This study demonstrated that many of
the lots are suitable for accommodating up to five storeys of development.

In light of the above, it is recommended that the proposed height of Precincts 1
to 4 be modified to four storeys and maximum building height of 16.5 metres
with setbacks as below (and Precinct 5 to remain as proposed), It is considered
that this provides an appropriate middle ground between the proposed
amendment, the Koltaz Smith recommendation and the landowner submission
(based on their proposed development concept for Precinct 3).

It is considered that the additional storey can be provided without creating
significant negative impacts on the amenity of the area. To ensure that any
impacts are minimised, the front boundary setbacks should be increased for
each floor of height.

(b) Setbacks: The proposed setbacks are generally considered acceptable,
however, as a result of the recommended height increase to four storeys, the
setbacks are also recommended to be adjusted slightly (Attachment 5
Modified Building Envelope for Precincts 1-4).

(c) Laneways: Clause 2.6(a) states:

"Laneways shall be provided where marked on a specific Precinct
Plan."

The Precinct 3 Plan incorporates two side laneways (the only precinct with two
laneways adjoining Waratah Avenue). The landowners of Precinct 3 advise that
both side laneways are not considered desirable for their future development
proposal which aims to create a more pedestrian friendly development and
streetscape by reducing the number of crossovers onto Waratah Avenue. It is
considered reasonable to modify Clause 2.6(a) requiring the provision of the
side laneways of Precinct 3 to be discretionary.

(d) It is recommended that the proposed Clause 1.5 Discretion be modified to
include side laneways to account for point (c) above. Additionally, the City did
not provide justification for the proposed clause, which only enables the Council
to exercise discretion (of certain clauses) when amalgamation of lots occurs. It
is considered that discretion should be permitted without the requirement for
lots to be amalgamated. The clause is considered confusing and the restriction
is unnecessary. Therefore, it is recommended that Clause 1.5 be modified as
follows:

"Council may vary clauses in these guidelines, with the exception of
building height, landscaping, rear laneway requirements and public
access gained from rear laneways, but limited to car parking, setbacks,
land use and side (north-south) laneways".
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(e) Additionally, it is recommended that a number of land use classes be modified
under the proposed Use Class Table for the following reasons:

(I) Grouped and Multiple Dwellings are currently proposed 'S uses (that is,
not permitted unless notification/advertising has occurred). As the
amendment and SCA provisions aim to create an urban village centre
with mixed use development comprising of primarily commercial and
residential uses it is a general expectation (of landowners, developers,
as well as residents) that grouped and multiple dwellings will be
permitted uses in the precincts. It therefore appears unnecessary to
class the uses as 'S' uses. It is recommended that both Grouped
Dwellings and Multiple Dwellings be modified to 'P' uses.

(ii) The advertised amendment proposed Amusement Parlour and Small
Bar as 'S' and 'D' uses respectively. Both land uses are appropriate for a
mixed use precinct, however, the Dalkeith community object to the uses
and consequently the City changed them to 'X' uses with no planning
justification for the change. It is recommended that Amusement Parlour
and Small Bar be 'S' uses which allows the City discretion subject to
giving special notice during the assessment of any future development
proposal.

(f) The proposed minimum size requirement of 150m2 for three bedroom dwellings
is a considerable floor area for a unit. The landowners concept plan for Precinct
3 has demonstrated that three bedroom dwelling units can be development at
much less than 150m2. It is recommended that the requirement be reduced to
120m2 accordingly.

The abovementioned matters were not adequately addressed in the submitted
amendment documentation and the City was requested to provide further information
and planning rationale behind the limited height, discretion clause, and changes in
land use permissibility (amongst other matters). The City advised that the final
Dalkeith SCA Provisions were a negotiated outcome between the Dalkeith community
and the City and no further detailed justification was forthcoming.

The Dalkeith community is evidently against any building height increases and it is
considered that the readvertising of the proposed modifications is unlikely to illicit any
new responses. However, as the modification to the proposed height limit is
considered to be a substantial change to the original proposal, it is recommended that
the modifications be advertised for public comment.

CONCLUSION:

It is recommended that the amendment be modified and readvertised for public
comment.
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On completion of the scheme amendment process, the provision-3 will
also be included into Draft' Town Planning Scheme No. 3, which IS
currently awaiting consent to advealse from the Western Australian
Planning COMilliSSiOrl.

COEISLENz4;i0a

Required by legIslatto Yes Nlrc No 1

Requited by City of Nediands No

Consultation type

A Community Engagement Plan was been prepared and approved for
th project and consultation undertaken in accordance with this.

Consultation was approved and undertaken in June arfd Ally 2010,
Letters Were sent to ati Dalkeith residents 17 Ali10 2010 with a dosing
date for feedback/submissions of 30 July 2010. in addition a community
open day was held Sunday 4 July 2010 and statutory advertising
undertaken in The West Australian and The Post newspapers.

Comments received

The feedback received has been collated on issues raised and is
discussed beim:

Bummety o commentR received:
Issue: Height

Officers technical comment:.
DiiwniselCionOitioniSuppiort

VVen a 2 storey height 4rnii DIstnIss
The current freight licit for this area is
three storeys and it is considered I
appropriate to retain thi* to intograti
with the ex_isfing and future developed
residential area.

Wr lom he1ht lirriA to l'emain fu t. precInct et Dismiss
Robert Street so as to be in keeping with a The current hulght ilmit of llOmetres
predarnInafilly re8iidentiat area does not provide for void quality

cucarneTtlal development which often
has Ngfic.i.ir coiling heights than.;
residential, in additive the exis!itvl
boilceEth Village (Tudor brilidIng)
approximately 14rrietres and this is
widely accepted by the community.
Support
DISTiliSS
The Qxii5ting bit/Ming is 14m and not
Stipported by the community for he
remainder of ha area.

sue; Seffiaolc. DlerralsslEtoncEioniSa_ipparCs

Propose to have plot ratio fiaolc arid setbacks ni5tT iSs
vEig-la'oe for better outcome The provisions, are designed Skill

built form outcome ,=a-tP closirod
amenity and to provide some certainty
io the cumiinuntly and Council_
Rerric.nrin-g setbaolici9 soil roinirpcilucting
plot ratio provides a lever inoerfaintf

Support 2m maximurnhEi9hi
ivjaximurn hoiglit enlr tia thoi cit ey.isting Tudor
butkfing
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around the built form and does not
provide for cohesiveness th-Avean lot
developments,

that 2ie GEHba-l3ktO Waralah WI:OF-lough Dlembs
The setback to Waratah Avenue at
present ts Nit, so a-ddiiional 2m atiov,rs
for caff5 seats and goods from shops to
be displayed outside The pedestrian
walkway and create a more open
streetscape .

s - : L.RniltEg-e DiS-ITII$51Cp-ndifkraiSupporli:

Pre-fuel-we for 100% Ca3mrcai or '100% Us-in. les
residential development 7hie does not align with the vision for

the area or the feedbacic thr.oughotri
the many stages over die past decade
on lids area. Mixed use developments
are lady supported to provide
greater housing dloice and ii was felt

z

that 3 storey 100% commercial was not
in keepin9 with a local village area.

support for mixed use Suripon

Support for no IOC% residential Suppcni
. .........__. ..... ...

Object to veterinary being a use allowed in the i DWI/155
preciricA due to health an noise concorris 1 This use is considered appropriate. for

a commercial area. This use is
integrated across the city in residential,
rniv.,T1 use and commercial areas.
119tApis managed by Lejslation

Amendment has residential as a discretionary use 61,arniss
requiring advertistris Want fe_slden-tiai as a P use The frsiderrtial use Is still allowed but
as recommended by Administration, l requires advertising. This would -occur

anyway given It would be 2 storeys or
over within this precinct,

Is : icirta Dismiss/Condition/Support

Does not want R Codes carparking requirements as Support
too low. Wants bays not used by residents -available Current provision in advertised draft
to visitors, much higher than It Codes, WS 2 or

recommertd.ed!;qEotiting levels.
No cash in Pea oil carparking should be allowed for I Support
this precinct, ' Cash in lieu for parking shouici not b-9'

taken unless there is en already
approved alfeMative parking or
transpQa:50kition. agreed to by Council.

1 There should he discretion for Council
I to vary carparking to accommodate

innovative solutions rather than cash in
lieu which leaves the burden on
Council to do works.

--f
1 : Landscaping DisrnissiC:onclitioniBupp '

Request for restriction on development to. retain
existing trees, It is not considered praotimi or

. forociat,le to require, tho retention of
trees in a commercial area.

1 Lei requirements will ensure
i adequate landscaping occurs on
; redeveloped sites, There is en
1 incentive to retain significant existing
i tress in that it gives Council the ability-

to have discretion on some elements
oil the -guidelines.

Ftequesi fence_,_ be allovjacl beirereen Ian:sways and t Dlsrldss
rear of con properties j The provision requiring oillen

developments along laneviays is to
increase safely arid security a ti-K-,
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public ojnit the commercial tenancies.
Walt .5rn ;ear setback to b-e required to be
landscaped, .

Support
This area to required to be ler,dscaperl_
This does chow herd and ooft surface
buf not bLadilliS, As with exis.ting
developments car park irt9 and
driveways are in the tear setbads izroa.

Detine in wound dscaping

Is-sue: i-liathlage

COrielltion
A definition is proposed to be added to
the provisions for clarification.
DismIssiConclitimirStippert

Would [lice. Daikeith Village developmet heritage
listed

Dismiss .
.

This is not pail of these provislona but
can be looked et as part of the TPS
heritage review.

1$..,iras: Lanomays .

: Prefer Single Laneway from Alexander to Adelina

. . . .. . .

Clarify that lanewaya ore funded end constructed
by V.,t-Arelopers in Clause a6,

Diem i'.-sliCenditi on/Support,

Di,etn lee
Given the land ownership, lend uses
and zonings e single feneway
connecting Adelria to Alexander is
tinarikvablo. The ,City's- Halt and
Nedlands Community Care site is in

the middle Pnd not suitable with those
II8C8 or a road through them
.......
Supper2
Clarify in the previsions that this is a
non discretionary requirement for
developers -lc fund laneway
construction.

Retirm Om lanolivay not wide enough for trucks and
they witi use Waratah Avenue .

Clarify access from new larieways will be available
for Phillip Reed residents

, Dismiss
The lane.ways meet Australian
Standards and art: adequate for trurAs.
Buildings are required to design vehicle
entrances into their properties with
adequate turning access. In addition
there is the Inii landscape strip against
the roar fences end en additional 1,f3m
setback with th9 commercial properties
to buildings,
Condition
.Clarify in provisions that once
constructed and gazetted Phillip Rd
residents, can hove - aocess off the
taneway into the Mar . of their
ptuperties.

Believe ieneways are unworkable and should 1e
deleted to creole more rk.velopeble area

Nsvriliss
The laneweys Increase pedestrian
safety and amenity on Waratab
Avenue and increase privacy through
greater setheeko afcrig the rear.

Support for mandatory faneways to manage
amenity, safety and vehic-tes

Suppotil

t isaue: Rat Form

Loft not supported as. it was not part of DBASC
cernmillaa recommendation to Courmii

DisrriisiCondiltioniSoppor,

Disonia-b-
The scheme amendment was initiated
with the draft provisions by Council for
feedback.

Lofts are also not ine_nlioned in the
provisions. Built forni is deThiod Icy

height and setbacks.
loft net supporter asifs app oars o ho a fourth &JOT Dismiss

Lofts are also not mentioned in the
provisions- Built form defined by
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1.

hol9ht end setbacks,
Loft not supported as its acids to parking pressure n3woqs .

The provislons set out. ca,rbays
&iti Liked on ildor area therefore if lofts

are huilt the additional carbay:,.., are
reqUifed.

Lofts are also not ine,n1loiled in the
provisions bE.iilt fort is defined by
height and setbaas.

Ovedookiri should not oocnr ftom new
developments

1-31?ns.
The privaq and ova provisions
of the R Codes and TFS apply.

Btiiit Form d0-es not Integrate into surroundin.
areas.

Msmliss
The area is Subject to TPS cf.esin
proviolons so they apply to surrounding
areas. The setback, open space and
landscaping requiremeAits set
parameters to have buildings designed
in an open garden setting.. The
provisions have a gi-eqter front and
roar setbacks higher landscaping
requirement then at ..?resernt so ifutbre
devanpnent. will inlegato more
cohesively,

In commercial area have a storey commercial
fronting kiliaratah with townhouses OF vii las behind

lazismii.T. .

Ow-ners of properties are ;-ble to
diwz-lop 2 .storey ccirnmemiat if they
would like: Grouped and multiple
dwellings are also allowed so
townhouses and villas are Ellie to be
considered.byColEnCil.

St-1.9.: AinaigairaWion of Lots. Dismiesioondition1SeipporR

Conceem over Elie ability to amalgamate lots from
Waratah AURrIEYD to Phillip Road

-Dismiss
'Amalgamation and stiticlivision is
governed by the WAPC and as such
hots sen be amalgamated. The
provisions set out safeguard controls
for the City Which state that if lois
within the now precinct are
anialgamiZe,c1 with lots outside of it the
lower coding applios to t40 whole lot..
This is to ensure no expansion of the
Mixed [ISO commercial area hrough lot
amarparimElon.

Clause 'IA should cot referecce 'S - iikv.3ri
included in 'f.PS: 2,

Suppor.
This clause will be cluitlecl fah' WS' 2.

'Issue: Sloop
. . ..

There are no signege requirements in prtfeline8

Dismis$fGooicationiSuppoil

.. . .... ...
Condition
The provisions do set out requirements
for shop front wIndaws to have a
minimum of 70% ijazed with clear

. glass,

Sig:lage is also control by Local laws,

kldilic.nal conditions re,JorrinrEp..nd.4.-A for
slgrlae.;

Idew clause: SIgn
e) Signs shalt be integrated into the
facades or below the awnings of the
buildlog.
h) Signage to maintain a minlmuin
clearance of 3.0 metres above the
finished paveineni level. .

:-.:;)1.--Signa,ge .,hall not be ilaminated
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d) AU other signage FNVTE;mury1F,. shall ,

be in accordance 1.hri lb The Ciiy'S
reqUif'calErifs.
o) Parapot wells shall not be used for '
'fly foriii of advertising et any time
during or after coristrucAion.
t) no rood signs, billboards or hOMTI1EnciS

ore allowed
g) .-4,5% of the total shop trent lem
glazed window is to remain free from
adverilsing, sdiid materiels, solid
furniture on or directly adlacent to the
clear glazed windows to ensure an
operisireettcap.e.

8-aiie: DEst.aysVoil DiernisalCondilon/Sup-p

Concern that Landscaping, oarparking and land use
can be varied under Clause iS detailing CoiociIs
discretion.

eptiaiVrArl
The disocetlon dame Is poorly i,vorded
and has been amenciod in the final
provisions to be clear on what
dIsdretIons are Included.

korettori should he allowed as par Administratirnis
original recommendation to ensure innovative
solutions can be considered especially when lots
aro ornaggamatec3,

Si oil
The discretion clause is reconiniended
to be amended to allow for some
disctetlon where an inrsrpraZiue soMion.

j)er )-ased
l3e Us: Dwelling Sle

_ia_y_i_____p__

DIVIDIPs1CvmAiorq$upport

Request for MilliFlUill dwelling size to be 1OO
120siltil as 75.sqrn is too small for balkeith and
believe 75sqm is a bedsit.

.

Dismiss
Provisions;
lbeci into 75scp
2 beds. laiwirt
3 beds -150acgrn
The cm m of the provisions is to provide
the rippiallunity for greater housing
diversity. Geitlng a high ininirnuin size
of 100sqrn does riot chow for a variety
of dwelling types. Tt3sqm is adequate
for a large one bedroom apartment.
Bedsh are generally. 50sqrri or less
and are not allowed.

Prefer minimum 3 bed 2 bathroom dwellings Dismiss
As above

sue: Traffic DisrnissiCoildtfioniSuppoirt

'l'rethc Managemorit- believe additional
-oundabouts may be required/beneficial

Issue: De-viopment. Potential- :gibility t
lrnp!ement provsione

SuPPort
Consideration of traffic management is
durmotty on Issue with traffic speeds

'and a review of this is recommended
by Traffic Management Committee. .....
)isiissfCoditioniSupport

en.imen, includes unrealistic dove0opmerit
standards, Including setbacks, building height,
landscaping, and carparlsing, hinduso and laneway
requirements and removes Councils discretion to
approve vatlalions,

The atliGildRI-ellt provides no incentives to
consolidate lots fa order to achieve 'better design
outcomes

Conctitoa
The provisions are considered
generally to i--)e. implemontW2lo. Some
minor chz-moes ore recommended to
allow amalgamated tote to he
developed through discretion to
achieve better built form outcomes.
, As above

issue: Qer'erai ePriNfMniE Disn-a7s_s1Coodtion'Suppc,r1

Support redevelopment as the area is now beyond
its used bY date

St1 ppri

Want changes in IPS 3 instead of TRS 2 8:.]ppoTt
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The changes 'Mil also be included ii
TPs NG, ",'.

.Believe the proposed nuidelines are a vory
CONIONEiiVe response to the needs of the
community as h is a encial and commercial iLt-b of
the Daikeitit precinct

Diamiss
The guidelines are the result of
extensive consultation and refleci . the
broader views as received by Council.

Preci net Area Dismi / dilio 1 i. p

Expand the precinct to include lots between 2
commefial components along Watch Avenue

-

Disml-ss
Council removed Hs area and also
have a Gwent dedsion net to after any
residential zoni/1fAin paikeith,
Egemiss
Council removed this area and also
have a current tiecision not to alter any
residential zonings hi Daikeilh.

Residential Lot on Ale Road behind corner
commercial lot should be in-oh:fled so as tr1, M=panc,1
precinct and stow for better lunction.

Teo oo nw rvative Dismiss
The guidolintt:s are the result of
extensive consultation of the
community and reflect the broader
views as received b Council.

Redevelopmen1 of stiirounding residential area
could odd significant merit and brenerrt ageing
population by greater housinp, divoraltv than juSt
adding aparhuents. .

dismiss
Council removed this area and also
have a current deci.50ii not to alter any
residential-zonings hi Daikeith.

Want corner blocks n Dalkeith GOriSidered or
devolopment2f3 blocks from existing corner block

As above

Want existing Mods in Datkeith with rear lanes to
be able to subdivide into 2 lots

As abpve

Want 2 blacks to be able to be amalgamated and
subdivided into 3 lots

As abOvE,

Dismiss
The hat site will be conaidoroti but
separate to this scherne amendment

Consider future use of hail site in fulure

Belietire original proposal for area (koltasz Smith)
amid be reconsidered for area

Dismiss
Council have considered this design
and other information and are now
considering the provisions in the
scheme amendment that reflect the
information received to date in the
decision making process.

Note: A full Cony of all relevant consultation feedback received by the City- has LIeen
given to the City's Councillors prior to the meeting.

LaVsOatEon

Tho following legislation applies i-n this instance.

The Scheme Amendment was initiated in accordance wht the Planning
and Development Act 2005, The Council referred the documentation to
the Environmental Protection Authority d received for approval for
cons U Itation.

Once consultation has been conducted, final endorement is
considered by Council priof to being endomed by the Minister of
Planning.

When Council passes a resolution on a scheme arnendrneril at final
approval it must have regard to regulation 17(2) of the Town Planninq
Regulations 1907 and Word the resolution n accordance with encl.
regulation 17(2)(e) or (b) and is to submit a copy of the resolution to the
WAPC in accordance with regulatioFi 16(1)_
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- 3 CONFIDENTIAL

o The amendment proposes to introduce a special control area over the
commercial properties along Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith.

o Dalkeith is identified in the Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-regional Strategy
(the Sub-regional Strategy) as a Minor Growth Area.

o The Minister for Planning (the Minister) previously considered the amendment
and required the Council to readvertise the amendment subject to modifications
prior to final consideration.

o The modifications were recommended in order to better utilise the
redevelopment opportunity and increase residential densities and housing
choice in an area identified as a Minor Growth Area.

o It is recommended that the amendment be supported subject to the
modifications as advertised,

BACKGROUND

The amendment proposes to introduce a special control area over the commercial
properties along Waratah Avenue, Dalkeith. The amendment further proposes
specific design control provisions that will permit mixed-use residential/commercial
development to a maximum height of 12 metres (when incorporating residential
development). The subject land accommodates ageing commercial development and
is generally surrounded by residential land uses (Attachment I - Aerial Photograph).
The land is zoned 'Urban' under the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and 'Retail
Shopping' under the City of Ned lands Town Planning Scheme No.2 (TPS No.2).

Minister's decision

The Minister previously considered the amendment and agreed with the WAPC
recommendation to require the Council to readvertise the amendment subject to the
following modifications, prior to final consideration:

1. Increase the maximum building height to four storeys and a maximum of 16
metres for Precincts 1-4 (inclusive) (an error in the original modification was
found and the modification was revised to 16.5 metres for only Precincts 1-3
(inclusive));

2. Modify the front and rear setbacks as per the attached building envelope
diagram;

3 Modify the following land use classes under the proposed Use Class Table:

(a) Grouped Dwelling and Multiple Dwelling being 'P Uses; and

(b) Amusement Parlour and Small Bar being 'S' Uses;

4. Replace Clause 2.6(a) with "Laneways shall be provided where marked on a
specific Precinct Plan, with the exception of Precinct 3 Plan where the required
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side (north/south) laneways may be varied or not provided subject to
reasonable justification";

5. Replace Clause 1.5 with "Council may vary clauses in these guidelines, with
the exception of building height, landscaping, rear laneway requirements and
public access gained from rear laneways, but limited to car parking, setbacks,
land use and side (north/south) laneways"; and

6. Reduce the minimum size requirement for three bedroom dwellings to 120m2.

LEGISLATION / STRATEGIC PLAN / POLICY:

Legislation Planning and Development Act 2005
Section: Part 5 Local Planning Schemes
Legislation Town Planning Regulations 1967
Section:

Strategic Plan
Strategic Goal:
Outcomes:

Strategic Goal 2: Planning
Planned Local Communities developing a sense of place

Policy
Number and / or Name: Directions 2031

Central Metropolitan Perth Sub-regional Strategy

DETAILS:

The amendment proposes to introduce a SCA over 12 lots along Waratah Avenue,
Dalkeith (Attachment 2 - SCAs):

o Precinct 1 No. 79 Waratah Avenue;
o Precinct 2 No. 81 Waratah Avenue;
o Precinct 3 No. 87, 89, 91, 93, 93A, 95A Waratah Avenue;
o Precinct 4- No 101 Waratah Avenue; and
o Precinct 5- No. 129, 131, 133 Waratah Avenue.

The amendment proposes to include the Dalkeith SCA Provisions in IFS No.2 as a
new Clause 5.17 and Appendix VI. The 'Retail Shopping' zone will remain and the
proposed new provisions are a set of development guidelines that will guide land
uses, car parking, building height, residential density and amenity amongst others.

GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:

Nil.

CONSULTATION:

The modifications to the amendment were advertised in the local newspaper, the City
conducted a community information session and 2185 landowners were notified of the
modifications. A total of 266 submissions was received (Attachment 3 - Schedule of
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Submissions). A summary of the submissions and the responses of the Council and
WAPC are provided below:

(a) Submission: The community has stated that it has accepted the existing
design guidelines that were created following extensive consultation as a
negotiated outcome that will allow development at a scale that will not
negatively affect the amenity of the area and its views should be
respected and implemented.
Council: Supported.
WAPC: Council's planning outcomes for the Dalkeith area appear to be
purely based on the landowners desires, versus any substantial planning
rationale. The City has been given the opportunity to provide justification
for the amendment and advised that the final Dalkeith SCA Provisions
were a negotiated outcome between the Dalkeith community and the
City and no further detailed justification was forthcoming. It is noted that
a comprehensive planning study has been undertaken for the area and it
is considered that the modified additional storey will not negatively affect
the amenity of the area (with the study recommending five storeys for
most of the sites).

(b) Submission: A building height of 4 storeys (16.5m) is unacceptable and
out of character with the area. The building height also raised concerns
with overlooking of residential lots to the north of the sites where greater
heights are proposed and concern that it will destroy the village
character of the area.
Council: Supported.
WAPC: The modified height relates to the commercial properties along
Waratah Avenue only and it is considered that an additional storey will
not greatly impact the overall character of the Dalkeith area. With regard
to privacy and overlooking, the Residential Design Codes (R-Codes)
recommends privacy setbacks of 4.5 metres (bedrooms), 6 metres
(other habitable rooms), 7.5 metres (balconies). It is noted that the
modified third and fourth storeys are setback 12.5 metres from the
adjoining property boundaries to the north, which is an extra metre than
the Council's proposed setback for the third storey (11.5 metres).

(c) Submission: Need to create a transition area around the proposed
redevelopment area where heights and density are graduated to meet
the current height and density requirements that apply to the remainder
of the area, especially if the increased height and density is supported.
Four storeys standing alone would have negative impacts.
Council: Agree with the concern that the changes proposed by the
WAPC have not considered the setting within which they will be
implemented and not being part of an integrated redevelopment
approach will create an inappropriate outcome for the area.
WAPC: The setting has been considered and the modified building
envelope and setbacks will assist in reducing any impacts on
surrounding properties. The impact of the modified additional storey will
have minimal affect on nearby properties and the additional bulk will also
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be minimal as a result of the modified building envelope. It is considered
that the character of the suburb will be maintained.
Other considerations with increasing the height:

o the topography and southern orientation of the site results in no
significant overshadowing to adjacent properties (noting Waratah
Avenue road reserve is over 20 metres wide);

o an existing building on the subject land is approximately 14
metres high, which is accepted by the community; and

o there is an area of public open space on the opposite side of
Waratah Avenue with large street trees along the southern side of
the street, all of which assists in minimising any adverse impact
on surrounding southern properties.

(d) Submission: Amusement Parlours and Small Bars are not welcome in
the area as the area's need for alcohol is fully catered for by the existing
bottleshops and existing licensed restaurants in the area, although some
comments were in favour of small bars as a means to improve Dalkeith's
"Dullsville" reputation.
Council: Noted. While the sentiment on Amusement Parlours seems
clear, there appears to be ability to negotiate in regards to Small Bars.
WAPC: The advertised amendment proposed Amusement Parlour and
Small Bar as 'S and 'D' uses respectively. Both land uses are
appropriate for a mixed use precinct, however, the Dalkeith community
objected to the uses and consequently the City changed them to 'X' uses
with no planning justification for the change.
The modification changed these uses to 'S' uses which allows the City
discretion subject to giving special notice during the assessment of any
future development proposal. Any application for either use would be the
subject of a comprehensive development assessment where any
potential amenity impacts can be considered.

(e) Submission: The ability to allow the developer to vary laneways is not
supported because it could lead to buildings with greater bulk than
envisaged under the negotiated design guidelines, although a reduction
of crossovers from Waratah Avenue was consider a possible bonus for
creating a pedestrian friendly streetscape.
Council: Supported.
WAPC: The intent of the modification is to allow for a future development
to modify the laneway placement (if necessary) to create a more
pedestrian friendly development and streetscape by reducing the
number of crossovers onto Waratah Avenue. This is a reasonable
approach, and it is considered that any bulk as viewed by the street will
be reduced by the modified setbacks and building envelope.

(f) Submission: Reducing the minimum size of 3 bedroom dwellings from
150m2 to 120m2 is unacceptable as this unit size would be too small.
The proposed size reduction is also not supported given that the size of
single bedroom dwellings was compromised on originally.
Council: Noted.
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(g)

WAPC: The modified minimum size of the three bedroom dwelling units
to 12Om2 allows for a slightly smaller unit. It has been demonstrated that
three bedroom dwelling units can be developed at much less than
150m2.

Submission: Variation of the clause that allows Council to exercise
discretion is not supported.
Council: The proposed changes in this regard were generally not well
understood by the submitters and many comments confused Council's
exercise of discretion in other circumstances.
WAPC: The discretion clause was modified to allow variation to the
laneway provisions.

(h) Submission: Grouped and Multiple Dwellings are out of character for
Dalkeith although subdivision of existing lots to create single house lots
approximately 500m2 is supported.
Council: This comment is not relevant in the context of the proposal
being advertised for public comment.
WAPC: A number of landowners are opposed to increased density
provided through multiple dwellings on the subject land, but request the
option to subdivide their own properties to increase density. Conversely,
the landowners are concerned that the character of the area will be
compromised by this proposal. It is considered that the amendment with
modifications will provide for the necessary housing diversity and
appropriate housing products for its residents, in accordance with the
City's draft Local Planning Strategy, without unduly affecting the
character of the Dalkeith suburb as a whole.

OFFICER'S COMMENTS:

Directions 2031 and the Sub-regional Strategy provide the spatial framework and
strategic plan for the future growth of metropolitan Perth. Dalkeith is specifically
identified as a Minor Growth Area (providing between 10-399 additional dwellings) and
the Sub-regional Strategy has set a housing target of 3500 additional dwellings for the
City of Ned lands.

There is opportunity for the subject land to provide a greater number of dwelling units
consistent with the Minor Growth Area projections, and to further assist the City in
achieving it's overall required housing target and housing diversity.

The City's Local Planning Strategy (LPS), which is yet to be advertised for public
comment or endorsed by the WAPC, acknowledges the City's ageing population with
a significant increase in the 60-69 age group. The older population are residing in
larger family homes and are forced to leave the locality when seeking to downsize as
there are limited smaller housing types in the Ned lands area. The LPS notes that
there is an opportunity for a mixed use area on Waratah Avenue to contribute to
increased commercial viability, vibrancy and housing choice.

The amendment with modifications presents an appropriate infill opportunity for
Dalkeith to provide suitable housing products for its residents, in accordance with the
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LPS, as well as assisting in meeting the desired housing targets of the new state
strategies.

The submissions received during the readvertising period provided no new responses
to those from the initial advertising period and the City has not offered any planning
rationale for not supporting the modifications. The Dalkeith community is evidently
against any building height increases, However, the modifications are considered
reasonable and will facilitate suitable development in accordance with the objectives
of the State planning framework,

WAPC Modification

It is proposed to insert a new Clause 5.17 into TPS No.2. However, the Scheme does
not have a Clause 5.16. It is recommended that the amendment be modified to reflect
the current Scheme numbering.

It is recommended that the amendment be supported subject to modifications.
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